Understanding dependency between nancial markets is crucial when measuring globally integrated exposures to risk. To this end the rst step may be the investigation of the joint behaviour of their most representative indexes. We t by parametric and nonparametric methods bivariate extreme value models on the componentwise maxima and minima computed monthly from several pairs of indexes representing the North American, Latin American, and Emerging markets. We analyse the role of the asymmetric models, nding which market drives the dependency, and express the degrees of dependence using measures of linear and nonlinear dependency such as the linear correlation coef cient r and the measure t based on the dependence function. We discuss the interpretation of t as a conditional probability that a crash occurs in a market given that a catastrophic event has occurred in some other market. We assess risks by computing probabilities associated with joint extreme events and by computing joint risk measures. We show empirically that the joint Value-at-Risk may be severely under-estimated if independence is assumed between markets. To take into account the clustering of extreme events we compute the bivariate extremal index and incorporate this information in the analysis.
Introduction
Our motivation is the investigation of the joint behaviour of nancial markets with emphasis on Latin American ones. Understanding dependency between nancial markets is crucial when managing globally integrated exposures to risk. By knowing the relevant intermarket relationship one can use price movements in a market to improve predictions and the chance of acting in the correct direction. The rst step in this endeavour might be the analysis of the behaviour of pairs of stock market indexes, along with the computation of meaningful dependence measures.
The theory of extremes has been around for a long time. Important results in the univariate case (given in Section 2) were obtained by Fisher and Tippett (1928) . Advances in the bivariate case were obtained in the late 1950s, and early 1960s (Gumbel, 1954; Tiago de Oliveira, 1958; 1962; Sibuya, 1960) . In the 1990s we have seen statistica l techniques developed under the broad name of Extreme Value Theory (EVT) experiencing an increasing acceptance in practice, especially in the eld of nance. This popularity is mostly due to their ability to predict the occurrence of rare (or never previously observed) extreme movements of a process. Examples of such applications include McNeil (1997) with an excellent overview of the main results from EVT and illustra tions using actuarial data, and Smith (1999) with reviews of statistica l techniques used in EVT and examples of their usefulness.
In nance, the precise estimation of the extreme tails of returns 1 distributions is required in a number of situations. For example, capital adequacy is better assessed by computing probabilities of occurrence of extreme losses or by computing risk measures associated with these small probabilities. Risk measures are typically based on high (or low) quantiles of the returns distribution and the best known is the Value-at-Risk (VaR), to be formally de ned in Section 3.
Risk measures associated with low probability events can be more accurately estimated using models from EVT. The univariate problem has been treated in several papers. Danielsson and de Vries (1998) use EVT tail estimates to compute VaR. McNeil (1998) estimates the tail index and calculates quantiles using maxima collected in blocks. Embrechts (2000) discusses some of the virtues and limitations of VaR as a nancial risk management tool. Mendes (2000) combines robust techniques and methods from EVT to compute tools for nancial risk assessment, including VaR and expected loss exceedances, in the context of emerging equity markets.
On the other hand, the nancial risk of one market can be better understood by incorporating information from some other associa ted nancial market. In statistica l terms, this requires models for the occurrence of simultaneous extreme events. Recently, important issues underlying multivariate extremes in general have been investigated, for example in Embrechts et al. (2000) . In addition, new models have been developed such as the asymmetric models in Tawn (1988) , and new applications have been addressed, for example in nance as in Starica (2000) . In the present paper we nd that bivariate extreme value models are very useful when explaining the association between nancial markets. We illustra te this using several pairs of indexes from a set of indexes representing the stock markets of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Venezuela, North America (NTHA), and Emerging Markets (EMF). The indexes were obtained from the Morgan Stanley Capital International Inc. (MSCI) web site (www.mscidata.com), and cover the period from March 1995 to March 2000.
We t, using parametric and nonparametric methods, four bivariate extreme value models to the componentwise maxima and minima computed monthly. We analyse the role of the asymmetric models and discuss how the asymmetry reveals which market drives the dependency. For example, the tted model for the minima from Brazil and NTHA showed a slight left asymmetry, indicating that the American index is the one driving the dependency. Loosely speaking, this means that, given that the Brazilian index had experienced a large fall, the probability that the NTHA index is more extreme is greater than the conditional probability computed the other way around.
1 A return may be de ned as the logarithm of the ratio between two consecutive prices.
This extra information about the nonexchangeability of the markets allows one to better manage the risks.
We compute dependence measures re ecting linear and nonlinear types of dependency. Dependence measures should include, but are not restricted to, the widely used correlation coef cient, which only expresses the strength and sign of a linear relationship. Financial series may often possess other types of dependency. In this paper we compute the correla tion coef cient r, and another dependence measure (de ned in Section 2) based on the dependence function modelling the bivariate data.
To show the effect of dependency on extreme scenarios we de ne the joint t-months event. This is a suitable risk measure when simulating dependent data in order, for example, to determine the capital in reserve to cover dependent risks or in order to perform stress tests. We show that the joint VaR may be severely underestimated if the dependence structure is not taken into account. As an illustration we mention that, in the case of Brazil and Chile, the joint VaR with exceedance probability 0:005 computed using the estimated bivariate model would have exceedance probability of only 0:0001 under independence.
Finally, we compute the bivariate extremal index, which re ects the short-range temporal dependence producing clusters of extremes, a main characteristic of nancial series. Other threshold dependent measures of clustering exist and may be found, for example, in Bortot and Tawn (1998) . Properties of the multivariate extremal index have been studied by several authors including O'Brien (1987) , Smith (1992) , Smith and Weissman (1994) , and Hsing et al. (1988) . We estimate the bivariate extremal index and use this information to correct the estimates of the unconditional joint VaR. This paper is essentia lly a componentwise block maxima analysis. Another possibility not explored here is to t bivariate threshold models, which can be found in several papers including Smith (1994) , Joe, Smith and Weissman (1992) , Bortot and Tawn (1998) . We plan to work with threshold-based methods in future research.
In Section 2 we present the models and estimation results for a selection of pairs of indexes. In Section 3 we compute the joint risk measures, and investigate the dependency between the pairs. In Section 4 we incorporate in the analysis the information given by the bivariate extremal index. Section 5 summarizes the results and gives the conclusions.
EVT bivariate models and estimation
In this section we model the joint distribution of pairs of stock market indexes using extreme value theory. In the univariate case the main result is the Fisher-Tippett theorem which gives the limit distribution of maxima collected in blocks. Similar results hold for minima (see Embrechts et al., 1997) .
Let X t represent the daily return of a nancial portfolio or index at day t, and assume that X 1 ; X 2 ; . . . are independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables (rv) with cumulative distribution function (df) F X . Let M n be the maximum of a block of size n, M nˆm axfX 1 ; . . . ; X n g, where n represents, for example, the number of working days in a month (22).
The Fisher-Tippett theorem (Fisher and Tippett, 1928) 
converges in distribution to a nondegenerate W …x; y † as n ! 1, then W …¢; ¢ † is a bivariate extreme value distribution. In this case each margin is itself a (univariate) generalized extreme value distribution with the same normalizing constants. Unlike the univariate case, in the multivariate setting there is no nite dimensional parametric family to model the dependence between block maxima. Based on restrictions on the dependence function, several parametric models (differentia ble and nondifferentiable) have been proposed in the litera ture. Even though bivariate models have been known since Tiago de Oliveira (1958) and Sibuya (1960) , it is only recently that more attention has been given to the general multivariate case. Pickands (1981) established the stability relation for exponential random variables and proposed models for the dependence function. More recently, models for multivariate (componentwise and=or in at least one component) extreme events and applications were investigated (see, for example, Coles and Tawn, 1991; de Haan and Resnick, 1993; Ledford and Tawn, 1997; among others) .
The models used in this paper assume unit exponential margins. Before giving the models we set up the notation used. For any df F let · F F denote its survivor function. For the sake of simplicity we denote the componentwise block maxima by M 1 and M 2 and use the same notation for the minima. All modelling and estimation procedures developed for the maxima will be applied to the minima absolute values. Then, for iˆ1; 2, M i has df H x i ;m i ;s i , or H i , with joint df W …¢; ¢ †, and joint density w…¢; ¢ †. Let
; 2, be the maxima transformed to unit exponential random variables, with dfs G i , iˆ1; 2, joint df G…¢; ¢ †, and joint density
The joint density of the original maxima …M 1 ; M 2 † is w…m 1 ; m 2 †ˆg…u 1 ; u 2 †jJj, where u iˆTi …m i †, iˆ1; 2, J is the Jacobian of the transformation, m i 2 <, s i > 0, 0 < x i < 1, 2 and 1 ‡ x i …m i ¡ m i †=s i > 0. Pickands (1981) showed that the joint survivor function · G G…¢; ¢ † can be written in the form
where the convex function A…¢ † must satisfy certain conditions. A…¢ † is the dependence function of positively associated rvs U 1 and U 2 . For absolutely continuous rvs, the function A…¢ † has the properties that A…0 †ˆA…1 †ˆ1, and max…v; 1 ¡ v † µ A…v † µ 1, for 0 µ v µ 1. The two maxima U 1 and U 2 are exchangeable if and only if A…¢ † is symmetrical about 1=2. The (positive) linear correla tion between U 1 and U 2 is given by rˆ" (Tawn, 1988 ), which we denote by t. The measure t ranges between zero (independence) and one (complete dependence). It is a measure of dependency on high quantiles (quantiles associated with probabilities close to one) of the extreme bivariate distribution. We recall that the whole class of bivariate extreme value distributions is for non-negative association. So, if the data exhibit negative associa tion we should expect to get independence from any t, since any negative association we see is spurious (Sibuya, 1960) .
To model the function A…¢ † we use four models (Tawn, 1988) :
(1) Symmetric Mixed Model: A 1 …v †ˆyv 2 ¡ yv ‡ 1, 0 µ y µ 1. Independence corresponds to yˆ0. The correlation coef cient is
The value rˆ1 corresponds to independence and rˆ ‡1 to complete dependence. Here rˆ1=r ‰G…2=r †Š ¡1 ‰G…1=r †Š 2 ¡ 1 and tˆ2 ¡ 2 1=r .
If fˆ0 we are back to the symmetric model. Independence corresponds to yˆfˆ0. Here, tˆ…2y ‡ 3f †=4.
This is a exible model, which contains other models. If yˆfˆ1 we are back to the symmetric model. Independence corresponds to yˆ0 or fˆ0 or rˆ1. Complete dependence corresponds to yˆfˆ1 and rˆ ‡1.
There is a trade-off between the two asymmetric models. The asymmetric mixed model is too simple but has the advantage of possessing a single parameter f expressing the exchangeability between the two maxima. On the other hand, the asymmetric logistic model provides a better t but presents identi ability problems. The analyses in this section and in Section 3 are based on the simpli ed iid assumption.
3 If a stationary series presents only weak long-range dependency one can still assume that maxima collected in blocks of size suf ciently large can be well modeled by an extreme value distribution (Leadbetter et al., 1983) . However, nancial series typically show short time dependency producing clusters of extremes. In Section 4 this problem will be handled by the incorporation of the information provided by the extremal index.
Estimation
Following a suggestion of a referee we carry out the bivariate and marginal tting simultaneously. Tawn (1988) considered the problem of joint maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of the dependence function and marginal (assumed generalized extreme value) distributions. Assuming that the shape parameter in each margin is less than 0.5, which corresponds to the case where the maximum likelihood estimates of the margin parameters behave regularly (Smith, 1985) , he showed that if there is dependence between the variables, then the joint estimation problem is regular. We note that the existence and consistency of the maximum likelihood estimators of the margin parameters under independence was obtained by Smith (1985) . Tawn (1988) demonstrated the asymptotic existence and obtained the asymptotic distribution of the joint global maximum likelihood estimators. He showed that the asymptotic covariance matrix is diagonal and suggested using the observed information matrix to obtain the variance of the estimators and to construct con dence intervals. Moreover, he argued that the score and likelihood ratio tests (tests for independence and model choice) may still be used since the asymptotic behaviour of the tests remains unchanged by carrying out the simultaneous estimation. Similar results were obtained for the case where the two marginal shape parameters are less than one.
The maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters were obtained for the four models. The parameter f in the asymmetric logistic model was xed equal to one to avoid identi ability problems. The number of observations used for estimation was 60. The software SAS, release 6.12, was used in the optimization procedure. Close attention was given to the estimation process to ensure that the estimates had met the models' constraints. All pairs were also graphically checked for positive association. For all pairs of data and under all four models the estimates suggested dependence.
Formal tests for independence using score statistics given in Tawn (1988) were then carried out. In the recent literature we can nd models and statistics in the case of independence and near independence of extreme values, (see, for example, Ledford and Tawn, 1997; Bortot and Tawn, 1998 . Testing independence is important not only because in many applications componentwise maxima turn out to be independent, 4 but also because the maximum likelihood procedure has nonregular behaviour at the boundary of the parameter space associated with independence. Note that if a type I error is committed then the probabilities computed for extreme joint events would be overestimated, since for all bivariate distributions of extreme values it holds that Sibuya, 1960) . All tests rejected independence, except for the maxima from NTHA and Venezuela.
We then proceeded to choose the best model. To test between separate (symmetric) families we tted by maximum likelihood a model with dependence function gA 1 …v † ‡ …1 ¡ g †A 2 …v †, 0 µ g µ 1. The test accepts A 1 ifĝ g > 0:5 or accepts A 2 if g g µ 0:5. To test within the family (symmetric or asymmetric) we used the standard log-likelihood ratio statistic.
Some intriguing situations emerged. For some pairs, the estimates were very close to the boundary related to complete dependence. Following a suggestion given by Dr. R. Smith (personal communication) we plotted and compared the estimated functions A i …¢ †, iˆ1; . . . ; 4, to the nonparametric estimate of Pickands (1981) . This graphical comparison in some cases turned out to be very useful, as illustra ted in Figure 1 in the case of minima from EMF and Mexico. In this gure, the solid line is the nal solution, the symmetric logistic model, which coincided with the asymmetric logistic model. The dotted line is the symmetric mixed model, which coincided with the asymmetric mixed (yˆ1), and the dashed is the nonparametric t. The nal models, parameter estimates and (standard errors) for a selection of pairs of indexes are given in Tables 1 (maxima) and 2 (minima).
In Tables 1 and 2 we note that the margins shape parameter estimates are all positive (Fréchet), characterizing heavy-tailed daily returns distributions. We observe that the lightest tail is the right (marginal) tail of NTHA (x x 2ˆ0 :071), and the heaviest is the left tail of Mexico (x x 2ˆ0 :463). Tables 1 and 2 also give the values of the linear correlation coef cient r and the values of t. We note that in the case of NTHA and Chile, both measures indicate a weak association of the extremes. In the case of EMF and Mexico, they indicate a moderate relationship of the monthly maxima and a strong association of the monthly minima. Even though the values of r and t are close, they represent different types of association. We should also recall that r refers to the transformed maxima U 1 and U 2 and this measure may be slightly different for the original maxima M 1 and M 2 , since the linear correla tion coef cient is not invariant under nonlinear transformations.
It is interesting to analyse the role of the asymmetric models. The asymmetry reveals which index drives the dependency, or, in other words, which market is 'more responsible' for the observed dependency. By 'more responsible' we do not mean a causal effect between the variables. We think that the interpreta tion as a 'contagion' (Wolf, 2001 ) could also be used here. In this case the contagion would be greater in one of the directions, or markets, as explained in the next two paragraphs.
Letp p ij (p p ij …a †) represent the PrfM j < m j;a jM iˆmi;a g, i; jˆ1; 2, where a is a small probability and m i;a is the …1 ¡ a † quantile of the marginal distribution of maximum M i , that is, · H H i …m i;a †ˆa, iˆ1; 2. Let R 12ˆp p 12 =p p 21 , and note that R 12ˆ1 under symmetric models, representing the exchangeability between the two maxima. When R 12 > 1 we could interpret it as market '1' driving the dependency.
For example, consider the t for the monthly maxima from Brazil (1) and Argentina (2). In this case R 12ˆ0 :811 for aˆ0:01. This means that given that a high positive return (large gain) m 2;0:01 has occurred for the Argentinian index, the probability that the Brazilian index is less extreme (presents smaller gains) is smaller than this probability computed when we switch the markets. This means that, with respect to gains and in relation to Brazil, the Argentinian market drives the dependency. In Table 3 we show the values of R 12 for a selection of pairs of indexes and for aˆ0:01.
We also note the correspondence between the market driving the dependency and observed asymmetry on the corresponding function A…¢ †. For example, in the cases of maxima from Argentina and EMF, and EMF and Mexico, the market '1' (in each pair) drives the dependency. In both asymmetric mixed models the parameter f is positive and the function A…¢ † presents a right asymmetry. In the case of minima from Brazil and 
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NTHA, and Brazil and Mexico, the market '2' (in each pair) drives the dependency. In the asymmetric mixed model of Brazil and NTHA the parameter f is negative and the function A…¢ † presents a left asymmetry. For the pair Brazil and Mexico the asymmetric logistic model does not possess a parameter associated with the asymmetry, but its function A…¢ † also presents a left asymmetry. From the de nition of maxima (2.2) and using the tted models we obtain the bivariate df of the daily returns distributions
where n is the block size of 22. Thus, we can now compute accurate joint quantiles of the (unconditional) bivariate daily returns distributions. These quantiles will be used in the next section to compute joint risk measures.
Assessing joint risks
We are now in a position to calculate risk measures based on low probability quantiles. There are several questions of interest where precise answers may help a nancial analyst to quantify the risk of his portfolio and therefore make better decisions. For example, if he/she is investing in two stock markets, what is the probability that at least one of them presents a loss (or gain) lower (higher) than a prespeci ed extreme scenario? In this section we address this and other related questions.
Let p 1ˆ· H H 1 …m † and p 2ˆ· H H 2 …m † and note that p 1 is not equal to p 2 in general. Let p ¤ˆp¤ …m † be the probability that at least one market presents a monthly maxima above a xed value m: Table 4 shows a collection of values m and the corresponding p ¤ for the bivariate monthly minima from Brazil (1) and Argentina (2). For example, the probability that, in any month, at least one of the Brazilian and Argentinian indexes presents its highest loss below a risk value of, say, ¡6%, is p ¤ˆp¤ …¡6% †ˆ0:219, whereas if we wrongly assume independence between the markets, this probability is p ¤iˆp¤i …¡6% †ˆ0:283. Tables 5 and 6 show the probabilities p ¤ and p ¤i for xed m% using, respectively, the monthly maxima and the monthly minima for a selection of pairs of indexes. For example, in Table 5 , the probability that individually either Brazil or NTHA presents a monthly maxima greater than 8% is respectively 0.0833 and 0.0010, and the probability that at least one of these indexes presents a gain above 8% is 0.0835. If independence is wrongly assumed this probability is 0.0842. We now address the more interesting question: What is the probability that two markets present in the same month their monthly minima below a xed value ¡m%? We denote this probability by p ¤ , p ¤ˆp 1 ‡ p 2 ¡ p ¤ˆp1 p 2 . This exceedance probability p ¤ is shown in Tables 4, 5 , and 6, along with the probability p ¤i computed under independence, and the ratio p ¤ /p ¤i . In Table 4 the ratio p ¤ /p ¤i illustra tes how the discrepancy gets worse as one goes further into the tail. In Table 5 , the probability of joint gains greater than 8% for, say, Brazil and Mexico is (approximately) p ¤ˆ4 % using the tted model and only p ¤iˆ0 :6% if we wrongly assume independence. In Table 6 , the probability of joint losses smaller than ¡6% for Argentina and NTHA is (approximately) p ¤ˆ1 :1% using the tted model and only p ¤iˆ0 :2% under independence. Figure 2 illustrates the effect of the correct assumption of dependence and shows the (log of) probabilities p ¤ and p ¤i computed using the minima from Brazil and Mexico. On the horizontal axis we show the joint losses (¡m%). As already commented, the risk under independence (dotted line) is always underestimated whatever the quantile. Figure 3 compares the risks associated with the pairs of markets. On the horizontal axis we have the (joint) loss values ¡m% and on the vertical axis the log of corresponding exceedance probability p ¤ that both markets present fall at least as extreme as ¡m% in any month. We observe that the most risky pair is Brazil and Mexico, this being true for the all loss values. Among the pairs used, the least risky pair is NTHA and Chile.
It is also interesting to compare the potential of pairs of markets with respect to large gains and large losses. In other words, for a xed value …m%; ¡m% † of gain and loss, would the associated probability p ¤ be the same, for a given pair of indexes? Figure 4 illustra tes this in the case of Brazil and Argentina, and shows on the horizontal axis the gains and the absolute value of the losses corresponding to a probability of exceedance p ¤ . Note that given a xed extreme value, the joint gains have higher exceedance probability when compared to joint losses. Now that we have a good picture of the joint behaviour of the selected pairs of stock markets, we compute some risk measures and assess the effect of dependency on these measures. Knowing how the dependence structure affects risk estimates is important for a number of reasons. For example, in order to determine the capital in reserve to cover dependent risks, one may want to simulate the bivariate data and observe dependent scenarios. To this end, a suitable risk measure is the t-months event (Zangari, 1997) . We de ne the joint t-months event as a quantile of the bivariate monthly maxima distribution, that is, as any pair …r 1;t ; r 2;t † of real numbers such that · W W …r 1;t ; r 2;t †ˆ1 t where t > 1. For example, …r 1;50 ; r 2;50 † is a 0.98-quantile of the bivariate distribution of monthly maxima, and for the pair Brazil and NTHA this could be a joint fall of (¡11%, ¡3:5%), an event that occurs on average once every four years. All values on a quantile curve f…r 1 ; r 2 †: · W W …r 1 ; r 2 †ˆpg correspond to the same t-months event. Also important is the accurate computation of upper quantiles of the daily returns distributions, and thus the joint Value-at-Risk. The unconditional joint Value-at-Risk may help control the internal risks of a nancial institution by measuring its exposure to risk. It is a primary tool when assessing the chance of adverse market movements. In the univariate case it is usually de ned as the possible loss of a portfolio occurring over an horizon of K days with an exceedance probability a. Fixing Kˆ1, the unconditional joint VaR a may be de ned as any pair of daily losses …¡x; ¡y † such that F…¡x; ¡y †ˆa. Based on the tted models we compute the joint VaR a using aˆ· F F…x; y †ˆ1 ¡ …H 1 …x † † 1=n ¡ …H 2 …y † † 1=n ‡ …W …x; y † † 1=n . However, as pointed out by a referee, we should be aware that inferences about the underlying (daily returns) distribution may be valid only for small values of a, since the tted dependence structure is concerned with the asymptotic joint behaviour of block maxima.
For any given probability a there is no unique solution …¡x; ¡y † 2 < 2 for the joint VaR a . An example of this risk measure is given in Table 7 . The second and third columns show the marginal unconditional VaR a , for aˆ0:05; 0:01; 0:001; 0:0001, which we denote, for the sake of clarity, as VaR Finally, we give an interpreta tion of the dependence measure t. It is known from the nature of the positive association between extremes that the probability Improving nancial risk assessment through dependency 115 left-lower quadrants of their distribution's support may be quite different from that observed at the center of the bivariate data. Thus, we can use t as an approximation for the asymptotic (a ! 0 ‡ ) dependence between X and Y. It is also expected that this approximation gets better as the block size increases.
Clusters of bivariate extremes
In this section we compute the bivariate extremal index, which re ects the main characteristic of nancial series: the presence of volatility clusters. For stationary series showing weak long-range dependence, one can still assume that componentwise maxima collected in blocks of size suf ciently large can be well modeled by a bivariate extreme value distribution (Leadbetter et al., 1983) . However, the short-range depen-dence, responsible for the occurrence of clusters of extreme values, makes the convergence to the limit distribution slower than in the iid case.
The tendency of a stationary series to form clusters of extreme values will increase the number of times that a high threshold will be exceeded during a stress period. The analysis in the previous section, under the iid assumption, did not consider the mean number of extreme values in the clusters. To account for that, the extremal index may be used when computing quantiles of the daily returns distribution. In this case, from (2.2) we have W …m 1 ; m 2 †ˆ…F…m 1 ; m 2 † † ny where y, 0 µ y µ 1, is the multivariate extremal index, and nˆ22. If we interpret ny as the number of independent clusters within the total number of (iid) bivariate observations, we get 1=y as the series mean cluster size.
The extremal index y is therefore an intrinsic characteristic of a series. Other threshold-dependent measures of clustering exist and may be found, for example, in Bortot and Tawn (1998) . The effect of clustering on the limit distributions and properties of the multivariate extremal index has been studied by several authors including O'Brien (1987) , Smith (1992) , Smith and Weissman (1994) , Hsing et al. (1988), and Nandagopalan (1994) . To estimate the bivariate extremal index we adapt a univariate estimation procedure, the so-called blocks method (Smith and Weissman, 1994) .
To estimate y we take blocks (of the daily returns series) of size n and treat each block as a cluster. 5 Owing to scale problems we cannot x a joint high threshold u for both indexes. On the contrary, we x a small number k of largest observations, and de ne each threshold as the observation uˆu…k †, the kth largest observation in each sample. The threshold values are different but correspond to the same proportion of highest observations in the sample. The bivariate extremal index y is estimated as the ratio between the number K u of blocks in which there is at least one simultaneous exceedance of corresponding thresholds, and N u , the number of days within the whole period under analysis where both indexes (simultaneously) exceeded the predetermined high corresponding thresholds. We stress that such an estimation procedure depending both on 
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the threshold value and cluster window has its weaknesses, as noted in Bortot and Tawn (1998) , and should be used with caution. For example, the bivariate extremal index for negative returns of Brazil and NTHA is 0.9643, whereas the univariate y of Brazil is 0.6121, and of NTHA is 0.7854. Using y we corrected the joint VaR a estimates. For example, the pair of daily returns …¡6:5; ¡2:1 † of Brazil and NTHA corresponds to a VaR 0:005 under the iid procedure. However, using the extremal index, to get the same risk we found the pair …¡6:5; ¡6:0 †.
Finally, we illustrate the effect of the incorporation of y on VaR a computations using the pair Brazil and NTHA. We x ¡x equal to an arbitrary value, say ¡5:87 (which is the VaR 1 0:01 of Brazil) and let ¡y vary from ¡15 to ¡2. The resulting values …¡5:87; ¡y † are the joint VaR a for some risk a. Figure 5 shows the values of (log of) a under the three models assuming independence, using the bivariate EVT model, and considering the values of the extremal indexes.
Summary and conclusions
In this paper we have used models from the extreme value theory to understand the degree and type of dependence between pairs of nancial markets. We illustra ted this using indexes representing the stock markets of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Venezuela, North America, and Emerging Markets. We showed how the correct assumption of dependency affects well-known risk measures such as the Value-atRisk (VaR), thus improving the assessment of dependent nancial risks.
We tted by parametric and nonparametric methods four bivariate extreme value models to componentwise block maxima and minima and analysed the role of the asymmetric models. We found that the asymmetry reveals which market drives the dependency, extra information that can be used to better manage risks.
We computed probabilities associa ted with the occurrence of adverse joint scenarios, including probabilities of joint falls below certain xed values nding which pairs of markets could be more risky. We de ned the joint t-months event, a suitable quantity when simulating dependent data, and showed the effect of dependency on extreme scenarios. We assessed the effect of dependence on VaR computations, empirically showing that the wrong assumption of independence would underestimate the risk. We gave an interpretation of the dependence measure t as an approximation for the Improving nancial risk assessment through dependency 119 nonlinear dependency between extreme positive or extreme negative daily returns from two stock markets. Finally, we computed the bivariate extremal index, which re ects the short-range temporal dependence producing clusters of extremes, a main characteristic of nancial series. This information was incorporated in the computations of joint risk measures.
The analyses were based on componentwise block maxima. Another possibility not explored here is to rst model the temporal dependence in the mean and variance, and then t bivariate threshold models on the residuals. This approach would allow for computation of conditional risk measures; we intend to explore this in future work.
